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Again if I do not do this, you will not be able to load the add-on, I am sure you want to have a look for yourselves and see if the scenery has changed since it has just been released. Only change is that three airports now will be waiting for you! Now, if
you have not even heard of the Twin Spirit Aviation airport and the private jets you have seen on YouTube... then you may wish to check out my Personal Flying Chapter 2 Part 2 in this X-Plane forum thread and here . Anyway, this is not what I am going
to concentrate on in this publication, however if you do want to check out more of their amazing work, then I strongly suggest you take a look at their Facebook and Twitter pages, because you will get to see their other lovely sceneries, and there is a lot

of their stuff there! So even though this airport is relatively small, it in fact is one of the major airlines and airports and holds a very major position in South East Turkey... thus making it easily accessible for X-Plane purposes. Last year, Turkish carriers
Turan and Turkish Airlines were ground services at the airport, so that in the future could be retrained again... despite this of course you are still able to fly via this airport, that is to say you could to Stairport or Barati to land, but you could only rent or

purchase a voucher to fly via Istanbul International. In this case, the new Antalya International Airport will mean a much better connectivity for both Turkish and European destinations and thus should vastly increase tourism into the area... providing for
a major economic boost. They also wanted to test the demand into both tourism and business purposes.
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The airport appeared in
FSX on a MSDN flight pack

(Free flight for a limited
time) and after a few
updates (and some
crashes) they have

included it in the main
products. The full story of
how we were responsible

for (in part) the
partnership between

Microsoft and Aerosoft is
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as follows... By the time
FSX SP2 came out we had

been using FSX as our
standard for flyable

airports for months. FSX
(and now X-Plane) weren't
built to look good, rather
they were built to act and

work and work... they
were built with the

assumption that someone
was going to turn the dials
to change the wind speed,
the temperature and the
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radio freq. In FSX this
hadn't been a problem

because we were used to
it. These options (menu

systems) were simply not
present and we had seen
so many airports built by

other companies that they
didn't work. FSX simply

used an old satellite view
to place the airport. And

as a user we were used to
it. We saw this airport

installed in FSX after the
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release of SP2 (and we
liked what it had done), so
we did our own small in-

house renderings and got
them into the X-Plane
airport package. We

worked on it a little, got it
to work and was well

impressed with the end
result. After the release of

X-Plane 11 we decided
that it was time to do the

same. As with FSX we
were willing to put some
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effort into the airport
package to make sure it

worked well and as a
bonus it would look good

and usable. The main
reason for me to build the
UHD Mesh Scenery, is that
X-Plane on large scale has

no other super scenery
available to the X-Plane
user - mostly to have a
huge zoom-in of a city.
The UHD Mesh Scenery

does not have this
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weakness and is very
similar in its look, feel and
usability to the best road

simulators available today,
as well as the other UHD

add-ons available.
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